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Here phishy, phishy.
The thing about well-known phishing scams is they’ve essentially become industry comedy
punchlines which also puts them in danger of being diluted as a meaningful and growing threat.

If you even so much as mention to a colleague the Nigerian

vendors than we could name. They have undoubtedly done

Prince offering you many, many monies to leave the country,

their job in raising awareness but have also fooled a vast

you will instantly engage in a series of one-upmanship

number of people that if you just keep one eye out for a mail

debates on who’s received the most spurious spam.

that asks you to wire them funds, you’ll be just fine.

There’s a pretty good reason. Early spam was comical in

The truth is though, the farcical scams that have fed

its clumsiness. The very nature of its scattergun approach

thousands of scary stories are fast becoming just that,

meant that it relied on poor information and had a very

industry folk lore and barely resemble the current modern day

slender grasp on grammar, to put it politely.

cyber criminal that lurks behind this type of attack.

The security industry also did a better job in education than
we perhaps gave it credit for. A lot of these scams became

of natural scam cynics.

Smooth Criminal – Turns out, Annie
isn’t ok.

So why, if we are all so attuned to the risks, is phishing still by

Over the last three years in particular, the extent that

far and wide, one of the biggest reasons for security breaches

cyber crime has professionalized makes most corporate

and data loss?

organizations look positively unpolished in contrast. Cyber

notorious by simply their title and we have bred a population

crime is big business, some speculate that it is bigger than
Part of the issue is that those particular scary stories have

gun and drug crime combined but the truth is, nobody really

been doing the rounds in the industry rumor mill for years and

knows because it is growing beyond measure.

have also been used as marketing tactics for more security
The days of the socially challenged teenager hacking into
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a large government organization from the comfort of their

on Dragons Den. There is no such thing as an uninteresting

slippers has become more of a poor movie script than a

target if you have sellable information. Even the most

depiction on the sheer magnitude, scale and sophistication

opportunistic attack could become a targeted devastating

that the modern cyber criminal represents.

campaign to rid you of your identity, banking details and
anything else that can be monetized with minimal effort and
maximum output.

E-vil-bay
For some time now, exploitation kits have been available as

Show me the marketing

marketable products on the dark web (or as we like to call it,
the internet) and are often presented with better graphical

Probably the most astounding and palpable change in

user interfaces than most legitimate businesses could

the spam and phishing approach in recent years is the

muster. They make themselves easy to do business with. Just

staggering attention to detail and marketing prowess.

‘point and click’ and you too can generate and distribute new
malicious code or your money back.

If you thumb through your average historical security policy
guidelines, there will be a list of tell-tale signs to keep an

For all their questionable moral motives, they are in many

eye out for, the comedic titles, the unapologetically blatant

ways operating in their own flourishing economy, offering

attempts to get you to click on something you shouldn’t, an

technical support for their criminal consumers, experimenting

approach by somebody younger and way more attractive

with cloud based models to reach a broader audience

than you, has seen your profile and would like to connect…

and even entering into discount pricing battles with their

ahem. The list goes on.

competitors. It is in every regard as fascinating as it is
deplorable.

Then there is of course the grammar. Not that it’s unusual
to receive appalling grammar (particularly by email) but we

In the same way that the Security Market has benefited

all know this was once the calling card of the speculative,

by sharing and collaborating best practices, in the parallel

opportunistic spammer.

world of cyber crime, the opportunistic hacker through to the
politically motivated groups are exhibiting common trends

Look in contrast however at today’s spam from a

and techniques.

hypothetical bank (as an example) and you’d be hard pushed
to notice the difference between the spoof and the genuine

In order to move away from the well trodden path of scary

article. In fact, if you looked at some specific examples, you

stories, we need to acknowledge that the criminal fraternity’s

could argue that the spam is marginally better phrased and

adept technical capability is simply cards on the table. Let’s

more professionally presented.

give credit where it is due, they have a proven track record. It’s
something to be mindful of but it’s by no means the scariest

This is a real and growing concern. It produces a gap

indicator of their growing success.

between our average savvy user expectation and what
constitutes a modern day phishing scam. Almost all

The modern day cyber criminal’s demonstrable creativity

historical attempts to educate the market have become

in profiting from our information is frankly astounding and

borderline redundant.

truth be told, they could probably go toe-to-toe with anyone
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The new and improved Phish

‘The Payment Advice’
Probably shaping up to be a market leader, mainly because

So what passes for plausible? We have educated a cynical

it’s not unusual for companies to be chasing or waiting to be

watchful audience, the cyber criminals have upped their

paid and as it turns out people like money. It flourishes further

game and have become a finely-tuned, well-oiled corporate

in its plausibility by the simple fact that it seldom requires an

marketing empire.

accompanying narrative.

How are today’s modern phish dressed for success, so to

This is by no means an exhaustive list but begins to shine a

speak?

light on the gap between the farcical opportunistic phish of
days since past and the more carefully constructed, credibly

‘The tax refund’

presented attack of the modern day criminal.

One of our personal favorites. This has seen varying degrees
of success over the years. It was originally distinguishable
by its astonishing bad presentation, lack of information
accuracy and random timing but this chestnut still has its fair

Don’t click on this link

share of success, mainly because of the seemed legitimacy
of the look and feel and in the instances of a targeted spear-

Of course the motivation of our deviant adversaries is to get

phishing attack, appropriate data.

you to download something that you shouldn’t. Sometimes
it’s directly exploitative, other times they are clever to the

We can all take solace however that this particular approach

extent that they will very politely ask you to install malware

has a limited shelf life as the bad guys eventually figure out

voluntarily, although not using that precise wording clearly.

that nobody believes they’re really going to receive a tax

That would be daft.

refund for any reason, like ever.
It’s ordinarily gift wrapped into a highly plausible software
‘Here is my Resume’

upgrade by way of an example. Targeted, credible, contextual

This is a beautifully opportunist phish but none the less

and frankly annoyingly clever.

enjoys more traction than is healthy. These used to be
preceded with poorly positioned preambles until the bad
guys figured out that if they reduced their effort level and
simply attached a resume with no wording, the open rate is

We have your kids

astonishing (and not in a good way).
Some years ago, there was a very successful phishing scam
‘Amazon package’

that circulated the market and it has reappeared from time to

For those of us suffering from ‘Amazon disease’, the growing

time in varying guises and variances.

affliction where one orders something from Amazon and
acts surprised three days later, having forgotten what you’ve

The ‘We have your kids’ scam was and is, a particularly

ordered. Somewhere along the line, the cyber criminal world

distasteful ploy. Its premise was simple, an email sent directly

cottoned on the fact of the sheer plausibility and behavioral

to a recipient with the title ‘we have your kids’ with the

certainty of the digital consumer. If it weren’t so unethical,

accompanying wording “We kidnapped your children on the

you’d be forgiven for applauding their ingenuity.

way to school this morning, click here to see a photo of them
to know we’re telling the truth”.
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Horrible, deplorable, repulsive human behavior but successful

sophistication of these attacks. There are ways to enjoy all

because of the sheer emotive nature of the message and the

of the benefits of our digital revolution, use the apps and

likely reaction and horror that it may invoke. With of course,

devices we love, where and how we want, knowing there is

an underlying reliance that people behave differently when

somebody or something qualified and equipped to fight our

under pressure or emotionally distraught.

corner.

It’s a sobering reminder that cyber crime may have increased
in sophistication but still has the ability to be downright
malicious.

Summary
Whether you’ve worked in this industry a long time or you’re

Levelling the playing field
The one thing we have to submit is that so many phishing
scams have improved in their quality, they have a greater
understanding of human behavior, have insight into who
is willing to click on what and why. It is in it’s own right
psychologically brilliant, if it weren’t quite so unethical.

As we move forward, the security industry needs to be

a fledgling digital native, knowing that there is bad stuff out
there is hardly going to be news to you but the biggest risk
we all face is relying on the redundant scary stories as our
education and dated security tools as protection.

The hard truth is many security products that are available on
the market today were designed to protect the world some
15 years ago but have been dusted off, polished a little, rebranded to say something about cloud and are somehow still
in business.

smarter in its ability to protect its users knowing that
education only forms part of the solution. On the one hand,
we’ve become naturally cynical to a mail we don’t recognise
or anything that reads as ‘too good to be true’. That’s a given.

Almost all have no meaningful grasp on the applications
market and with web app attacks constituting 10% of all
incidents (and 95% of these include harvesting credentials
then logging into cloud applications with them), it makes

We are also busy, really busy; busy being busy. So we may
be far less suspicious of a well-timed mail from somebody

no sense at all to rely on a technology designed to protect a
world before apps even existed.

posing as HR with the title ‘You are required to attend a
disciplinary meeting’ or an email from what looks like your

We also can’t expect users to be aware of every potential

boss entitled ‘I need you to look at this urgently’. These are

threat, they have a day job to do and let’s face it, education

the types of smarter, spear phishing attacks that are able to

takes time and too many (security professionals among

side step even the most attuned user.

them) hang onto best practice long after it is either relevant
or useful.

Technology doesn’t have to be the enemy when there is
technology that exists that is as progressive and forward

Successful, current and relevant cyber security applies

thinking as those that seek to exploit it for criminal purposes.

greater intelligence than those that seek to break it. A more
astute approach to human behavior than the bad guys

It is our responsibility as an industry to give users more

and advanced progressive tools that allows complete user

relevant and contextual tools to protect them from the proven

visibility in real-time, anywhere and on any device.
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Technology that is designed to serve as a superior adversary

Sophisticated crime needs an even more sophisticated

to the bad guys, that follows the user with productivity and

adversary. Will phishing go away anytime soon, we seriously

protection at its very core and has the ability to spot and

doubt it. Let yesterdays security giants reminisce about days

prevent unusual or malicious behavior as it happens, is our

gone by and scary stories that are long since past. We tend

clear path forward.

to favor taking those learnings, protect the here and now and
plan for tomorrow.
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